
KEY EXECUTIVE DECISION SUPPORT 

Executive Dashboards
Direct access and faster response to queries, YTD 
analysis, visualization and YE forecasting of results 
(reliability, Storm vulnerability, worst circuits, etc.).  
Updates as frequently as you’d like - weekly, daily, or 
even hourly.

Decision Support
Analysis of circuits, segments, asset types, 
geographic regions, devices, sub-stations, periods of 
time, outage causes (using ‘slice and dice’, ‘what if’ 
and root cause analysis methods) to enable data 
driven decisions with documented supporting 
evidence / justifications.

Mobile Solutions
Gain direct mobile “Tablet Access” to all relevant 
reliability information and automated notifications.  
Take out the middle-man and get answers whenever 
needed.

CREATE AND STRENGTHEN CAPABILITIES

Shift the Orientation of Your Employees
Focus on customer experience, risk-based 
maintenance, dynamic work plans, and centralized 
prioritization and resource/ investment optimization.

Lead Data-Driven Decision Making by Example
Quickly and easily gain access to accurate data; set 
expectations among your teams for rapid accurate 
analysis and evidence-based decisions.

Enhance Data Access, Quality and Productivity
Integrate data across siloed apps, identify issues, 
trends and anomalies that require action, recognize 
patterns/ relationships that reveal options/ choices.

Identify Areas for Cost Savings
Save in areas such as Inspection spend, Worst 
Performing Circuit Program optimization, Hazard Tree 
removals, and prioritization of specific causes and 
solutions such as Animal Guards. 

DRx for Critical Insights:
Executive Decision Support

COMMON CHALLENGES
• Inaccessible, missing and siloed data
• Data errors and gaps
• Custom queries and reports required 

from IT to compile data
• Significant effort and time to answer 

questions and calculate results
• Impatient executives and stakeholders 

who want answers yesterday
• As a result, decisions are often driven 

more by historical experience and 
anecdotes than by data

ABOUT DRx –
DISTRIBUTION RELIABILITY 
EXCELLENCE
Our solution helps executives, 
managers, analysts and engineers 
manage the key metrics essential to 
leadership and regulators. This 
enables better and more timely 
decision making, more effective 
priority setting, improved accuracy of 
reliability reporting, and optimal 
targeting and allocation of reliability 
and system resiliency investments.

WHY UMS GROUP
We pride ourselves on being a 
strategic partner - external experts / 
consultants with broad industry 
experience in helping utilities adapt 
and drive sustainable change and 
performance gains across their 
business.  Besides 30+ years bringing 
best practices and pragmatic insights 
to the utility industry, data scientists  
in our analytics & tool dev center use 
machine learning / AI to embed that 
operating expertise into advanced 
decision support tools that eliminate 
70-80% of analyst work           
required to get answers.



DRx for Critical Insights:
Executive Decision Support

Custom Executive Dashboards at Your Fingertips

• Pull up key metrics and system insights with a swipe or a click.

• Get a clear picture of distribution system “hot spots” at a glance, tailored to what you want 
to see.

• Have data updated as frequently as needed – weekly, daily, even hourly.

• Drill down yourself or send data with requests for further investigation to your team.

• Quickly “See” (with integrated asset, outage and customer data mapping) where problems 
or critical issues are located on your system.

• Understand the impact of current outage events on YTD and projected Year-End results vs. 
targets.

• Choose the KPIs and key data that are meaningful to you, grouped into dashboard topics 
and visuals.

• Key domains include Reliability, Problem Circuits, Investment Levels, Inspection/Repair 
Compliance, Storm Analysis/Prep, Customer Experience, and much more.

“Having data readily available and in near real time, enables 
more rapid and effective response to emerging issues.”

“Cutting the time between query and answer makes us look 
good and demonstrates that we really know our business.”

www.umsgroup.com
DRx@umsgroup.com

+1 (973)335-3555
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BECOME A RELIABILITY LEADER

Allocate Investment Optimally, Company-Wide
Don’t simply set spending per region based on 
historical levels; rather, use data to allocate reliability 
investments optimally, considering efficient frontiers 
across asset types and specific programs, targeted to 
deliver maximum system-wide customer benefit.

Support Beneficial Regulatory Frameworks
Robust analyses and evidence to support mutually 
beneficial regulatory framework changes and/or to 
plan appropriately for tightening targets given 
changing operating conditions (i.e. weather volatility / 
storm intensity).

Speedily, Easily Answer Challenging Questions
Quickly answer questions from executives, regulators 
and external stakeholders with less effort and greater 
insight into the underlying drivers of reliability trends 
and/or which solutions should be adopted.

HOW DRx CAN GET YOU THERE

Worst Performing Circuit Analyses
Measure / forecast WPC risk, enable mid-year repairs, VM 
interventions, load transfers, and targeted system 
improvement efforts. Trend WPC recidivism to facilitate 
refinement of strategies and investment levels.

Circuit Level Reliability Benchmarks and 
Targets
Benchmark performance of each circuit with similar circuits 
of peers across a variety of dimensions (both internally and 
externally); identify key outage causes, or areas for 
improvement to achieve top quartile performance.

Reliability Forecasting
Know (and communicate) where the business is at any time 
during the year with respect to reliability targets, and 
regulatory commitments - both for reallocating resources 
and priorities and to clearly manage expectations. 

Optimal Reliability Investment Targeting 
Determine which circuits and segments to invest in, how 
much to spend, and which reliability improvement 
programs/solutions to apply to minimize risk and maximize 
performance.

COMMON CHALLENGES

• Utilities are under pressure to meet 
constant or tightening targets under 
changing conditions, and don’t have 
the tools to prove how regulatory 
framework changes would be 
mutually beneficial to the company, 
regulator, customers, etc.

• It’s difficult to pinpoint the specific 
circuits and segments for specialty 
programs and how much to spend

• Complex questions take a long time 
to answer, for example around 
forecasting to annual reliability 
targets and necessary reallocation of 
spend/resources and costs

ABOUT DRx –
“DISTRIBUTION RELIABILITY 
EXCELLENCE”
Our solution helps executives, 
managers, and reliability engineers 
manage key metrics  and essential data.  
The Reliability Optimization Module 
leverages utility and external data along 
with AI and proprietary modeling 
techniques to help you plan programs to 
meet targets, optimizing both reliability 
and related spend.

WHY UMS GROUP
We pride ourselves on being a strategic 
partner - external experts / consultants 
with broad industry experience in 
helping utilities adapt and drive 
sustainable change and performance 
gains across their business.  Besides 
30+ years bringing best practices and 
pragmatic insights to the utility industry, 
data scientists  in our analytics & tool 
dev center use machine learning / AI to 
embed that operating expertise into 
advanced decision support tools that 
eliminate 70-80% of analyst work 
required to get answers.
.

DRx for Reliability Optimization



“Great information - the history and patterns of when outages 
are occurring on a circuit, and the probability of the circuit 
breaching WPC thresholds is very useful.  This would normally 
take us a week to develop.” – Senior Director, T&D Asset 
Management – Mid-sized Southwestern Electric Utility

www.umsgroup.com
DRx@umsgroup.com

+1 (973)335-3555

Go well beyond your historical system-level 
Reliability benchmarks, to define circuit level 
reliability targets with peer benchmarks
that show performance gaps of each circuit.

Of course you report on 
reliability metrics and 
use that data to set 
priorities for reliability 
programs…

But, are you optimizing 
investments across 
Regions and Reliability 
Program Managers …

To target each dollar 
for maximum reliability 
and customer benefit?  
And can you prove it? 

With the DRx Reliability Optimization Module, you can !

1
Understand your current worst performing circuit 
profile and the probability of having “repeat 
offenders” for consecutive years, as well as the 
effectiveness of your current problem circuit 
program.

2

3 Explore the root causes of your outages as 
well as trends (issues becoming worse as well 
as those already improving), then delve into 
specific problem circuits that will benefit from 
specialty mitigation programs / investments.

4

With these data and analyses, enable your company 
to drive and support mutually beneficial regulatory 
framework changes, or at least ensure you can meet 
fixed targets with changing storm scope, frequency and exclusions. Answer complex questions from regulators, 
executives or other stakeholders quickly and easily, and demonstrate optimal reliability spending decisions.

Analyze detailed cause codes (i.e. tree limb vs. tree 
fell) to determine where more aggressive programs 
(i.e. danger tree removals) and possibly greater 
spend might be needed to address the issues.  
Integrate your enterprise system data with Google 
Earth to design optimal specialty programs (i.e.
Animal Guards) and quantify likely value, cost and 
return on Capital based on projected O&M 
savings and Reliability improvements.

Circuit Level Benchmarks – External Peer Group Worst Performing Circuits

DRx for Reliability Optimization

Problem Circuits by Root Cause

Specialty Program Design

611 OH Pole-Mounted Customer Transformers on Ckt 05-01-304W6 



EXPECTATIONS ARE RISING

Customer, Regulator and other key stakeholder 
expectations for system resiliency are rising in 
the face of climate change, particularly in the 
following areas:

• Measurement and Reporting of System Resiliency
• Measuring the Severity and Impact of Climate Change
• Demonstrating Storm Hardening Effectiveness
• Substantiating Cost-Effectiveness of Storm Hardening 

Investments

UMS GROUP CAN HELP YOU MEET THEM

Measure, Report & Promote System Resiliency

Measure Severity + Impact of Climate Change
Generate data supported evidence of Climate Change 
impact on grid reliability.  Revise reliability targets as 
previously excluded storms begin “sneaking” through below 
MED thresholds. Potentially support relief requests for 
additional veg management spending on certain circuits.

Substantiate Storm Hardening Value
Prove storm hardening investment prudency and cost 
effectiveness by using your data to quantify savings due to 
system resiliency (fewer outages, shorter restoration, etc.).

Demonstrate Storm Hardening Effectiveness
Prove greater resiliency in terms of reduced # of outages 
and shorter restoration times due to grid modernization 
investments and predictive analyses/proactive planning in 
the face of approaching weather events (wind, etc.).

COMMON CHALLENGES
• Companies often aren’t sure what 

metrics to use to measure resiliency 
and storm hardening effectiveness

• Even with existing data sources, many 
companies struggle to determine how 
to use their internal data, ideally 
combined with external benchmarks, to 
calculate, model and compare resiliency 
in a robust, defensible manner

• Given changing regulatory 
expectations, leading companies are 
looking for support from third party 
experts and/or other utilities in helping 
justify current performance and/or 
hardening investments, via data-driven 
resiliency reports and plans.

ABOUT DRx –
DISTRIBUTION RELIABILITY 
EXCELLENCE
Our solution helps executives, managers, 
and reliability engineers to manage key 
metrics  and essential data.  The System 
Resiliency & Storm Hardening 
Effectiveness Modules utilize the latest 
modeling techniques along with detailed 
historical outage and weather data to 
determine where to invest for a resilient, 
storm-hardened system as well as prove 
that historical investments were prudent, 
effective, and added company and 
customer value.

WHY UMS GROUP
We pride ourselves on being a strategic 
partner - external experts / consultants 
with broad industry experience in helping 
utilities adapt and drive sustainable 
change and performance gains across their 
business.  Besides 30+ years bringing best 
practices and pragmatic insights to the 
utility industry, data scientists  in our 
analytics & tool dev center use machine 
learning / AI to embed that operating 
expertise into advanced decision support 
tools that eliminate 70-80% of 
analyst work required to get 
answers.

DRx for System Resiliency & Storm 
Hardening Effectiveness

By combining subject matter expertise, deep 
consulting skills and world class software, UMS 
Group is uniquely positioned to help companies 
meet and exceed expectations in these areas.

Process Resilience 
• Inspection and Repair 

Protocol and Compliance
• Preparedness Plans and 

Staff Training 
• Mutual Assistance Group 

Participation
• Mobile Transformer and 

Substation Availability
• Strategic Spares for T&D

Grid Resilience 
• Storm Vulnerability
• Vegetation Clearance 
• Grid Self-Healing
• Lateral Undergrounding
• URD Hardening
• Storm Hardening 

Investment Levels



“DRx allowed us to quantify the impact of resiliency / storm 
hardening investments on our distribution system.  We are now 
able to target the specific investments that deliver the greatest 
long-term customer value.” 
– Director T&D Asset Strategy, Mid-sized west coast electric utility

www.umsgroup.com
DRx@umsgroup.com

+1 (973)335-3555

The DRx System Resiliency & Storm Hardening modules support a wide range of resiliency and hardening activities -
from gap identification and vulnerability assessment to cost/benefit analyses, pinpointing where to invest and with 
which solutions, also determining if those expenditures were effective and achieved anticipated hardening results.

1st step - identify gaps in asset performance
or increases in programmatic spending
required. Pre-defined analyses can highlight
storm performance drivers such as danger tree
outages, deficiencies in reclosers, fuse savers,
lightning arresters, etc.

1

System Resiliency – Gap Analysis

Next - identify areas of storm resiliency and
storm vulnerability. On storm days, DRx tracks
weather severity against number of outages,
thereby defining circuits as a function of age,
outage experience, & ongoing investment
levels, as well as vulnerability or resilience to
weather conditions (e.g. wind speed/direction).

2

System Resiliency – Gap Analysis

Once gaps and vulnerabilities are identified,
DRx performs cost/benefit analyses to
determine optimum system hardening
investments – i.e., “best bang for the buck”.
See sample recloser and fuse saver analyses
below.

3

System Resiliency – Cost/Benefit Analysis

After gaps are identified and cost/benefit
analyses performed to channel investment,
the final step is to determine if past
expenditures were effective – i.e. did they
improve system resiliency? DRx enables
visualization of performance vs. investment
by region over time.

4

System Resiliency – Performance Assessment

Ultimately, correlate performance trends vs. capital spent to demonstrate how effectively
hardening expenditures are driving performance improvement. Use baseline degradation to
determine “outages saved” and reliability impact by hardening investments.

●
●
●
●

●●●●●●

DRx for System Resiliency & Storm 
Hardening Effectiveness



KEY STAKEHOLDER BENEFITS

Field Operations
Predict outage locations along with resource and 
material requirements to position crews in safe areas 
close to where storm damage is expected to occur, 
rather than waiting until the storm clears to assess 
damage locations and materials needed.

Asset Management
Identify optimum storm hardening investments based 
on asset characteristics/weaknesses, current asset 
condition, Veg Trim cycle, and consequential 
vulnerability to weather related outages.

Customers
Integrate predictive weather analytics with your 
customer website/portal to alert customers in 
advance of potential storm impacts, e.g. show fast 
moving storms, where to expect outages to occur, 
and expected restoration times (prior to an event).  

ACCURATE PREDICTIONS WITH DETAILED DATA

Triangulate Weather Data
Refine weather data to identify conditions when each 
outage began - mining 10+ years of data from multiple 
weather stations and triangulating for localized wind 
direction, speed, gusts, temp, precipitation, etc.

Impact of Specific Outage Causes vs. Weather
Look at 10+ years of outage data in terms of very specific 
cause codes in combination with weather data to document 
system response to various storm events / parameters at a 
circuit and segment level.

Utilize Machine Learning
Apply advanced statistical modeling and machine learning 
to retrain/ automatically update the underlying algorithms 
as new data becomes available.

Include Asset Age and Characteristic Analysis
Define asset characteristics that are more susceptible to 
weather as a function of differentiating asset characteristics 
(e.g., pole type, size, age, and condition, and host/guest 
loading.)

COMMON CHALLENGES
• Utilities have been trying for years to 

harness weather and reliability data 
to predict outages and damage levels 
for storm preparation.  Results using 
average weather data and simple 
outage statistics, even at the circuit 
level, are inadequate for the level of 
accuracy needed for solid predictions 
and improved response times.

• Most companies plan conservatively, 
incurring higher costs, and then react 
post-storm to identified damage 
sites, rather than mobilizing crews 
and materials to the right locations 
pre-storm.

ABOUT DRx –
DISTRIBUTION RELIABILITY 
EXCELLENCE
Our solution helps executives, managers, 
and reliability engineers to manage key 
metrics  and essential data.  The 
Emergency Response Module utilizes 
the latest modeling techniques along 
with detailed historical and real-time 
outage and weather data to predict 
outage locations and severity, allowing 
companies to mobilize crews and 
materials to safe locations ahead of the 
storm, saving time and money and 
reducing restoration times (CAIDI).

WHY UMS GROUP
We pride ourselves on being a strategic 
partner - external experts / consultants 
with broad industry experience in 
helping utilities adapt and drive 
sustainable change and performance 
gains across their business. Data 
scientists in our analytics & tool dev 
center use machine learning / AI to 
embed our strong operating expertise 
into advanced decision support tools 
that eliminate 70-80% of the
analyst work required to get
answers.

DRx for Network Weather Vulnerability 
and Emergency Response



Real Life Application:
Know how bad the storm is going to be.

Prior to a fast-moving storm our DRx Emergency
Response Module can quickly recalculate predicted
outage impacts and resourcing needs:

This can be delivered as a storm prep report directly
out of DRx for crews and potentially to share with
affected municipalities, regulators, etc. to demonstrate
competence and robust preparation. Benefits span
community outreach, regulatory relationships, system
operations and local crew management.

“UMS Group’s DRx platform helped advance our efforts to 
accurately predict outage damage locations/sites from incoming 
weather.  That was a key enabler of securing field organization 
buy-in for changes to our storm preparation process.  The UMS 
team was very knowledgeable and easy to work with.” 
– Senior Manager Asset Analytics, Large southern electric utility 

www.umsgroup.com
DRx@umsgroup.com

+1 (973)335-3555

The DRx Emergency Response Module provides 
the capability to:
• Reduce overtime costs and eliminate unnecessary truck 

rolls by forecasting the likely number and location of 
outage events on each circuit and pre-mobilizing crews 
and materials to safe locations nearby.

• Leverage your favorite source for real time weather 
projections with automated damage model simulations 
based on those projections. Automatically generate 
alerts based on projected outages and locations.

• Reduce CAIDI and SAIDI for the majority of smaller 
storms experienced each year. 

• Model danger tree caused storm failure probability as a 
function of tree age, species, growth and weather 
conditions (wind speed, direction, prior period rainfall, 
etc.) and effects on adjacent line segments/ circuits.

Forecast storm impacts at the segment level 
including highly vulnerable areas

Position crews ahead of time in safe locations with 
necessary materials  

Predict outages based on wind speed / direction; utilizing 
advanced statistical and machine learning techniques

DRx for Weather Vulnerability and 
Emergency Response

1

2

3

4

Outage Vulnerability Map by Segment

Modeled Circuit Outages (on xyz circuits) 8

Modeled Circuit Outage Likelihood 79%

Modeled Prob. Adj. Customers Out 17,500

Estimated Additional Scattered Outages*
(*due to unexpected circumstances, e.g. danger trees)

1-3

Estimated Additional Customers Out 5,000

TOTAL PREDICTED CUSTOMERS OUT 22,500

Projected Crews Needed                              (safe
mobilizing locations will also be identified)

17

Number of Depots/Service Centers Impacted 3

Recent client tests have suggested DRx can predict 
with up to 80% accuracy which circuits are likely to 
experience an outage as a result of a particular storm 
with incoming wind speed and direction data. 

Projected 
Storm 

Impacts



KEY DEPARTMENTS TO BENEFIT

Distribution Planning
Identify the (non-linear) rate at which load is going to 
increase and where on the system, and plan 
accordingly for upgrading subs and 
building/u[grading feeders, as well as intermediate 
load transfers.

Regulatory
Produce detailed, credible analysis and visualizations 
for the regulator to educate commission staff and 
ensure requested funds will be sufficient to meet 
demand in the coming years, based on best available 
information and models.

Renewables
Powerful insights into circuit and substation hosting 
capacity to support integrated distribution planning, 
with more accurate locational analysis of EV additions 
and other DER penetration over the next 10 years.

INSIGHTS YOU NEVER THOUGHT POSSIBLE

Predict Customer EV Early Adoption Behavior
Utilize psychographic data to predict which customers 
are most likely to buy EVs, and when, combining your 
own and other available data sources through DRx.

Target Growth Locations
Rather than considering growth from EVs at a 
system-wide rate, forecast it at the individual circuit, 
segment and substation level.

Time the Growth
Research shows that EV penetration will not be linear 
over the next years or even within each year.  
Forecast load increases at yearly and even monthly 
levels based on demonstrated consumer behavior.

Visualize Geographic Landscape
Map charging stations, EV dealerships, and even bus 
garage locations to integrate commercial/transit 
system impacts. 

COMMON CHALLENGES

• Utilities are under pressure to 
develop integrated Distribution plans 
that enable constraint-free 
distribution networks with the ability 
to host an almost unlimited amount 
of DERs.  This includes solar, and 
storage, wind, electric vehicles, etc.

• EVs in particular worry some utility 
executives because they know so 
little about where on their system 
these sources of significant 
incremental load are likely to appear, 
and when.

ABOUT DRx –
“DISTRIBUTION RELIABILITY 
EXCELLENCE”
Our solution helps executives, 
managers, and reliability engineers to 
manage key metrics  and essential data.  
The EV Analysis Module leverages 
utility and external data along with AI 
and proprietary modeling techniques to 
help you plan where and when EV load 
will be added to your system.  This 
allows for proactive, integrated system 
planning and robust assessments for 
regulators and other key stakeholders.  

WHY UMS GROUP
We pride ourselves on being a strategic 
partner - external experts / consultants 
with broad industry experience in 
helping utilities adapt and drive 
sustainable change and performance 
gains across their business.  Besides 
30+ years bringing best practices and 
pragmatic insights to the utility industry, 
data scientists  in our analytics & tool 
dev center use machine learning / AI to 
embed that operating expertise into 
advanced decision support tools that 
eliminate 70-80% of analyst             
work required to get answers.
.

DRx for Grid Mod / System Planning:
Electric Vehicle (EV) Penetration



• Plan at the feeder level with EV count & 
load added by month to existing peak 
MVA of each feeder, plus impacts of 
expected economic growth and projected 
energy efficiency gains, to project when 
that feeder can be expected to exceed 
load thresholds. 

• Our model has an R2 value (“goodness-
of-fit” of the data to the regression line) of 
almost 70% compared to 13% for public 
data and 30% for industry “experts”.

“DRx has allowed us to more easily visualize proximity of circuits 
and substations to new loads from EV charging.   It has 
significantly upgraded the accuracy and credibility of our forecast 
for when “EV Make Ready” system reinforcements will be needed.” 
– Director, Distribution Asset Strategy, Large East Coast combination 
utility

www.umsgroup.com
DRx@umsgroup.com

+1 (973)335-3555

Don’t fall into the trap of planning for linear EV growth across your network and over time
• Customers across your service territory are not equally likely to buy EVs.  Early adopters will tend to be 

clustered, with disproportionate impact on selected circuits, accelerating system investment needs.
• In a recent study for a large east coast utility, we determined that 90+% of early adopter EVs will be 

purchased and installed on less than 1/6 (~15%) of distribution circuits.  This clustering will accelerate 
the schedule for EV system impact and associated infrastructure reinforcement requirements by a factor of 
6 to 10 compared to analysis based on system-wide average EV numbers and load impacts.  

• Therefore, system reinforcement at the distribution feeder and sub segment level are likely to be required 
as much as 10 years before average system impacts might suggest.  

• Our analysis shows this east coast utility will have EV related system reinforcement needs that exceed 
their entire current annual distribution capital budget within 5 years. 

DRx for Grid Mod / System Planning:
Electric Vehicle (EV) Penetration

Total EV Charging Peak Load by Circuit by Year Total Added EV Load by Year and Cumulative

Total EVs Added per Year – Individual Circuit

DRx uses psychographic data along with utility and external data to model which customers are most likely to  
buy electric vehicles and when.  This provides planners with a much more realistic view of where system 
modifications will be needed and their associated timing.



DELIVER INDIVIDUAL CUSTOMER INSIGHTS

Customer Scorecard
Include graphical comparisons such as the customer’s 
momentary and total outages for the period vs. norms 
for the company and industry.  Trended views of 
recent years can also highlight improvements.  

Improvement Initiatives
Display a list of recent, ongoing, and/or upcoming 
initiatives in the customer’s neighborhood, providing a 
clear picture of the improvement work and a sense of 
money being well-spent.

Data Details
Provide details such as a breakdown of outages and 
events by type for the customer compared to 
company averages, as well as a list of individual 
outages with duration and specific cause codes.

DRIVE AN IMPROVED CUSTOMER EXPERIENCE

Targeted Communications
Demonstrate to customers that you actively track and 
analyze their reliability.  Explain root causes of their 
outage experience – Identify events beyond your 
control and factors you are committed to improving.

Knowledge
Help reconcile reality vs. perception - by providing 
details, a customer can see actual outage times vs. 
their recollection.  Apprise them of company initiatives 
like Grid Resilience and Storm Hardening.

Transparency
Translate near term planned actions into expected 
impact on each customer’s reliability and post a note 
outlining the timing and nature of planned actions and 
associated reliability impact projected.

Value Added Services
This channel can notify customers of innovative new 
programs (i.e. energy efficiency programs/rebates, 
COVID-19 response), explain price changes, etc. and 
engage them in active dialogue and feedback.

DRx to Improve Customer Experience:
The Data You Need to Make an Impact

COMMON CHALLENGES

• Valuable reliability data resources  
are inaccessible and siloed

• Reliability data can be utilized for so 
much more than compliance 
reporting from a Customer 
Experience perspective

• Customer perception differs from fact 
(actual reliability / PQR Scores)

• Customers unaware of company 
initiatives and work to improve their 
reliability

• Lack of customer touchpoints

ABOUT DRx –
DISTRIBUTION RELIABILITY 
EXCELLENCE
Our solution helps executives, 
managers, and analysts to manage key 
metrics and essential data.   The 
Customer Experience Module leverages 
the data typically owned by other 
groups to drive enhanced customer 
experience.  Give CSR’s customer-level 
reliability data at their fingertips and 
provide individual customer report 
cards, driving enriched communications, 
transparency, touchpoints, credibility 
and dialogue.

WHY UMS GROUP
We pride ourselves on being a strategic 
partner - external experts / consultants 
with broad industry experience in 
helping utilities adapt and drive 
sustainable change and performance 
gains across their business.  Data 
scientists in our analytics & tool dev 
center use machine learning / AI to 
enhance decades of best practice 
experience and pragmatic operating 
insights into advanced decision support 
tools that can eliminate 70-80% of 
analyst work required to get       
answers.

.



DRx to Improve Customer Experience:
Real Life Applications

In addition, the DRx Customer Experience Module Offers:
• Measurement of customer-centric reliability metrics such as CEMI, CELID, MAIFI, etc. as key dimensions of 

customer experience.

• A means of linking individual customers to the transformer and line segment that serves them to cleanse / 
repair the link between GIS and CIS data.

“We have wanted to do this for some time, but 
Operations has traditionally viewed reliability through the 
lens of regulatory compliance, rather than customer 
experience.” 
– VP Customer Technology, Large east-coast Electric and 
Gas utility

www.umsgroup.com
DRx@umsgroup.com

+1 (973)335-3555

Do You Lack the Reliability Data to Drive Real Customer Experience Impacts?
DRx provides your Customer Service organization full access to current customer-level reliability data as 
well as the ability to create individual customer dashboards or “report cards”.  Specifically, the
Customer Experience Module and customer report cards:

• Provide CSR’s timely data for individual customer reliability

• Enable separation of fact from customer perception

• Communicate to customers system hardening and resiliency initiatives as well 
as planned work  that will strengthen their part of the system and improve 
their individual reliability

• Demonstrate to the customer that the company is diligent, competent, and 
caring regarding their safety and quality of service

Hi John,

Utility X is committed to 
deliver continually 
improving power quality 
and reliability to you, our 
valued customer.

Please visit the link 
below to see reliability 
initiatives going on in 
your area, and how your 
reliability compares to 
the rest of the state and 
the utility industry.

Customer Portal


